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ABSTRACT 

1 

Some structural features of high-Tc oxide superconductors including Tl-Ca-Ba-Cu-0, Bi-Ca-Sr-Cu-

0, Y-Ba-Cu-0, La-(Ba,Sr,Ca)-Cu-0, Ba-K-Bi-0 and Ba-Pb-Bi-0 systems are systematically examined. 

Based on common features in these systems in addition to Cu02 layers, an imperfect macro-resonance-cell 

CMRC) description is proposed that provides a basis for qualitatively understanding the superconductivity 

in these systems. It is proposed that boundary layer coupling plays a major role in determining the dif-

ferent Tc values of these systems. The YBCO system is particularly interesting for its unusual linear chain 

structure at the boundary layer. This chain structure originating from oxygen ordering on the basal plane 

also results in micro-twinned morphology in orthorhombic phase. A nucleation-and-growth mechanism for 

this twin formation associated with the second order phase transformation is proposed. An oxygen-

depleted twin boundary model is also discussed which explains why stoichiometric, YBa2Cu30 7, is diffi-

cult to achieve. 
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FIGURES 

Fig. 1.1. (a) Total oxygen content. x, in YB~C~Ox increases monotonically when cooled slowly 

from sintering temperature in 1 attn 0 2 ambienL Note there is a kink at the structure 

transition temperature T,. Data deduced from Ref. 1. Scale of 0 x is for (a) only. 

(b) The differentiation of the curve in (a) reveals a peak at TP fonning the characteristic 

"A." curve of a second order phase transfonnation. Oxygen ordering on the basal plane 

. . . T 
IS m progress starting at P. ······································-·······-·····--·············································· 11 

Fig. 1.2. Proposed nucleation of ordered oxygen clusters starts at grain surfaces, i.e., grain boun-

daries or pore surfaces, where the streSs due to structural transformation can be partially 

relaxed. When two neighboring clusters with orthogonal!Khain directions meet. 

coherent twin boundaries with an oxygen-depleted zone are formed. Twin nuclei (insert 

at lower .left comer) are formed later in the interior of the grain. They consume most of 

the available oxygen content in the grain at TP fonning a heavily interpenetrated tweed 

structure (Fig. 13a). An oxygen concentration gradient between the grain surface and the 

grain interior is set up. Further growth of the twin laths in the grain is limited by diffu-

sion of oxygen into the grain center. The twin nuclei at the grain surfaces can grow 

faster with the oxygen supplied directly from ambient via the pore-grain boundary net-

work and the oxygen-depleted twin boundaries. During the growth, twin laths in the 

grain interior are incorporated at the growth fronL ...... --·························································· 12 

Fig. 13. (a) Interpenetrated twin laths leave the unttansformed maJrix oxygen-depleted inside the 

grain. (b) A fully grown tweed structure would form a two-dimensional mutually-

modulated regular pattern, possibly observed in some in-situ transmission electron 

microscopy observations during cooling from high temperature. The electron diffraction 

pattern of this structure may reveal an effective unit cell with .fia x ...fia x -3a. However, 

the sttucture contains both twin boundaries and high energy 90° -rotation boundaries, 

therefore it would be a metastable intermediate produc~ ............................................................ 13 
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Fig. 2.1. Oxygen vacant twin boundary models for (a) 1 vacant layer G=l), (b) 3 vacant layers 

(j=2), and {c) 5 vacant layers G=3). Note: The angle at twin boundaries and the length 

difference between the lattice constants (a) and (b) are exaggerated. For simplicity, only 

oxygen atoms (black dots) are shown •...••.••••••.....••••••••••••.••.•••.••...•.•..••••••..•.•.•••.•••••••••.•.••.•••.••..... 22 

Fig. 2.2. Simulated HREM [001] images of twin boundaries. Simulation parameters are chosen to 

correspond to the operating conditions in the JEOL 4000 FX electron microscope. Sam

ple thickness is lOOA and objective lens defocus is -800A unless specified otherwise. 

(a) Changes with respect to j from j = 0 (no oxygen depleted layer, top) to j = 3 (bottom). 

(b) Variation with respect to objective lens defocus; -400A (top) to -1600A (bottom) in 

increments of -400A, j = 3. (c) Variation with respect to sample thickness; soA (top) to 

200A (bottom) in increments of soA, j = 3. (d) Total oxygen atom !lumber fixed, but 

abrupt concentration chang~ at twin boundaries ~ gradually relaxed G = 3) .......................... 23 

Fig. 2.3. .High resolution electron micrograph of a twin boundary in YBa,_C~o .. material reveals 

significant contrast aaoss the twin boundary.· (Photo courtesy of Dr. K. Hiraga.) .••.•.•••••••.•.•... 24 

Fig. 2.4. A proposed twin-refining mechanism during a short pulse of electron beam heating. 

(a) Originally, twin boundary (TB) has oxygen depleted with oxygen content of 

stoichiometric 0 6 and twin domains, a and p, with oxygen content 0 7-c. 

(b) Electron beam bombards the specimen activating the diffusion of oxygen in b-chain 

near twin boundary and causing an oxygen-disordered zone, i.e., tetragonal structure (T). 

(c) The counterparts of the remaining twin domains are nucleated at the thin edge of the 

specimen where cooling is more efficient after beam is removed. (d) New twin boun

daries and domains are formed. Twin refining always occurs at twin boundaries and 

appears as pairs as observed in TEM. ·-·-·····-································································!············ 25 

Fig. 3.1. (a) Cu in CuO basal plane ofYBa,_C~07 with nominal charge +3 can be dissociated into 

the fundamental charge state cu•1 and two holes located at the overlapped orbitals of 
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0 : 2pz and Cu : 3d3z'-l along the c-axis direction or 0 : 2p1 and Cu : 3dx•-y• along the b

chain direction. When oxygen oscillates in breathing mode, holes join or leave cu•1 

yielding a continuous variation of Cu oxidation state between ill and I. Space-wisely, Cu 

in CuO layer still has +3 stoichiometric charge required in a unit cell. But timewisely, 

Cu owns only the fundamental + 1 charge during most of the oscillating cycle. Note the 

oxidation states of neighboring Cu in the same chain are oscillating out-of-phase. (The 

diamond, circle, dot and small open circle represent copper, oxygen, hole, and alternative 

hole position, respectively.) ......................................................................................................... 47 

Fig. 3.1. (b) Similarly, Cu in Cu02 plane with +2 charge can be dissociated into cu•• and one 

hole. This hole can resonate between two lobes of 0 : p on the opposite sides of 

oxygen. Breathing mode of oxygen is probably encouraged by the Jahn-Teller effect as · 

· shown by the shaded area. which breaks the symmetry, lowers the energy and created a 

. gap at Ep. The oxidation states of neighboring Cu on Cu02 plane are oscillating out-of

phase .. The holes located at the oxygen sites are only meant to be at the average 

positions. . .................................................................................................................................... 48 

Fig. 3.2. A possible coupling mechanism between CuO plane (center line) and Cu0
2 

planes (top 

and bouom lines) enhanced by lattice softening mode at LO frequency shows Peierl's 

deformation of oxygen which lowers the system energy similar to that on Cu0
2 

plane 

(Fig. 3.lb). (The atomic distances in the figure are exaggerated and small details like the 

puckered structure on the Cu0
2 

plane are not shown.) ............................................................... 49 

Fig. 4.1. Critical current density as a function of oxygen content. x, in YB~C~O". Arrows are 

added to mark the oxygen content of the samples assuming x = 7 within twin domains 

and various numbers (J) of oxygen depleted layers at twin boundaries. Within these 

layers xis assumed to be 6. (Reprinted by pennission from Nature Vol332 pp. 58. 

Copyright (c) 1988 Macmillan Magazines Ltd.) ......................................................................... 59 



Fig. A.l. Flux lines of the low density YB~Cu.p7-t, at 800 G are decorated with cobalL Partial 

flux lattice were found in the bulk. along the grain boundaries and in the large pores. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Since the discovery of the La-Ba-Cu-0 (LBCO) system of high-Tc oxide superconductors with 

Tc- 28° Kin 1986,£11 a world-wide search for other oxide superconductors has resulted in the discovery of 

the Y-Ba-Cu-0 (YBCO) system with Tc- 93° Kin 1987.£21 two new classes in 1988, i.e., the Bi-Ca-Sr

Cu-0 (BCS) sys~m£31 and the Tl-Ca-Ba-Cu-0 (TCB) systems,£41 with the highest reported Tc = 1100 K and 

125° K respectively. Also, a perovskite-related Ba-K-Bi-0 (BKBO) systemCSl with Tc- 30° K became the 

fU"St known high-Tc oxide superconductor in the bismuth oxide family. The discovery of each class pro

vided a new challenge to the fundamental understanding of superconductivity. For example, the discovery 

of the YBCO system initiated a race to find a superconducting mechanism related to the oxygen-ordered 

Cu-0 chain structure. When the BCS and TCB systems were discovered, which did not contain the linear 

chain structure of the YBCO system but had even higher Tc, emphasis shifted to the Cu02 layers that were 

common to all known high-Tc copper oxide superconductors. All these oxides except BKBO share a com

mon pseudo-two-dimensional structure with Cu02 planes sandwiched between metallic layers. This struc

ture appears to play a critical role in the observed superconductivity. However, Cu02 layer(s) by itself is 

not sufficient to make the oxides superconductors, e.g., tetiagonal YBCO also has CuOz layers but does not 

show superconductivity. 

In this work, a systematic comparison among all known high-Tc oxides has been done. Common 

features in addition to CuOz layers are pointed ouL An imperfect macro-resonance-cell (MRC) description 

based on these common features, and an extensive study of published experimental work is proposed which 

could explain why orthorhombic YBCO is a superconductor and tetiagonal is noL The YBCO, BCS and 

TCB systems all become superconductors when sufficient oxygen, as a dopant, is absorbed but Tc varies in 

a wide range. The imperfect MRC description proposed here also provides a qualitative explanation of 

these differences in Tc. Based on the imperfect MRC description, the effect on Tc of the substitution of 

other elements in the YBCO system is also discussed. 

The YBCO system with its tetiagonal to orthorhombic transformation is particularly interesting 

because of the close structural similarity between the tetiagonal phase which is not superconducting and 

the orthorhombic phase which is. A micro-twinned morphology is caused by this phase II3Dsformation. 

However, the mechanism involved has not been clarified in the literature. Based on the existing neutron 
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diffraction data and TEM observations in the literature, an ordering parameter is found and a detailed 

nucleation-and-growth mechanism is proposed which could explain the correlation between the oxygen 

uptake rate and the strucrural transfonnation as well as the results of in-situ TEM observations. · 

The superconducting orthorhombic YBCO is non-stoichiometric, i.e.. oxygen-deficienL The 

amount[6l and the distribution of oxygen significantly alters the superconducting properties, e.g., non

superconducting tetragonal phase has oxygen content ranging between 6.0 and - 6.5 with oxygen vacan

cies randomly distributed on the basal plane: the superconducting orthorhombic phase has oxygen content 

ranging between -6.5 and 7.0 with oxygen ordered on the basal plane and Tc S 93 K. It is essential to 

determine where the oxygen vacancies locate especially for an understanding of the variations in Teo In the 

literature, it has been assumed that oxygen vacancies are randomly distributed within the twin domains. 

However, this configuration would leave the twin boundaries with unfavorably high energy since oxygen 

ions on the opposite sides of the twin boundaries would exert strong Coulomb repulsion force to each other 

due to tJ;teir near neighbor positions. An oxygen-depleted twin boundary model is proposed here that could 

expl.3in the observed difficulty of reaching the stoichiometric, YBa2Cu30,, in orthorhombic YBCO, avoid 

the high energy state at twin .boundaries, preserve the coherency at twin boundaries and serve as fast diffu

sion paths for oxygen consistent with the nucleation-and-growth kinetics. 

Twin formation in the YBCO system is discussed in Chapter 1. Chapter 2 is dedicated to a discus

sion of the amount and the distribution of oxygen vacancies in superconducting YBCO. In Chapter 3. the 

imperfect MRC description is proposed and the effect on Tc of oxygen vacancies and doping substitutions 

is discussed for all the known high T0 oxides. In Chapter 4, the expected effects of oxygen-depleted twin 

boundaries on superconducting properties in the YBCO system is discussed. 

... 
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CHAPTER 1. FORMATION OF COHERENT TWINS IN 

YB3zCu307~ SUPERCONDUCTORS 

4 

The 1-2-3 structure of the YBa,_Cup, system. 6 s; x s; 7. has a unique property; it acts like an .. oxy

gen sponge.'' i.e .• when cooling from the sintering temperature, T,. usually around 950°C, the oxygen con

tent increases monotonically (Fig. 1.1a) and when heating up. the oxygen 1:ontent decreases. The oxygen 

disorder-order induced phase transition from the semiconducting tetragOnal structure to the superconduct

ing orthorhombic structure is accompanied by the fonnation of coherent twins at temperature TP an~ oxy

gen content o,.P" Below Tp• the structure is orthorhombic with oxygen content 0, > OJ..P when cooled 

slowly in an oxygen-rich ambient from the sintering temperature, T,. Above TP. the structure is tetragonal 

with o .. < OJ..P. The rate of oxygen uptake increases sharply at TP as shown in Fig. l.lb which has the 

characteristic "A.'' shape of a second order phase transition. Below 650°C it drops back to about the same 

rate as just before Tp• and with further cooling decreases gradually until by about 3000C no further oxygen 

uptake occurs. Both TP and Ox.p are a function of the oxygen partial pressure. Po.. in the ambient under 

equilibrium conditions. e.g .• for Po.= 1 atm (in 100% pure oxygen ambient), Tp = 7000C. for Po.= 0.2 atm 

(in air or 20% 0 2-80% Ar ambient), TP = 670°C, and for Po.= 0.02 atm (in vacuum or 2% 0 2-98% Ar). 

T P = 6200C. and OJ..P in this partial pressure range is about 6.5 - 6.6;[11 when Po. decreases both TP and OJ..P 

decrease. 

Based on this information and in-situ transmission electron microscope (TEM) observations. !2·SJ a 

model describing the mechanism of formation of coherent twins is presented which can help to explain 

some of the observed experimental results. In the slow cooling step. which is essential for good quality 

high Tc material. the cooling rate. dT/dt. is small and usually conslaJlL The changing oxygen content 

dO/dt can thus also be considered as dO/dT. Although the d.iffusivity of oxygen in the material also 

changes as temperature decreases. for slow cooling rates and in not too low a temperature range it can be 

assumed that equilibrium is approached at least in porous or thin specimens. As seen in Fig. l.lb. 

dOJdT = dOJdt is the order parameter for this phase transition. 
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1.1. Nucleation 

As revealed by in-siw neutton powder diffraction [8], at temperatures just above TP' i.e., the tetrago

nal structure, 0(4) and 0(5) sites are randomly occupied by equal amounts of oxygen with an average 

occupancy of each site about 1/4. The 0(1) sites on the BaO layer, 0(2) and 0(3) sites on the Cu02 layer 

are all fully occupied. At TP the occupancy of the (0, 1/2, 0), 0(4), b-chain sites on the CuO basal plane 

layer starts increasing at a faster rate than the decrease of occupancy on the {1/2, 0, 0), 0(5), sites on the 

same layer. This suggests that the increased uptake of oxygen from the ambient goes primarily to the b

chain sites and an oxygen ordering process is in progress. The overall oxygen content increases at a rate 

much larger than just above TP (Fig. l.lb) indicating incorporation of oxygen from the ambient into the 

material is facilitated by the structural transfonnation. It is suggested here that this sudden increase of oxy

gen absorption rate is associated with a nucleation process, the formation of embryos of the orthorhombic 

phase. 

Since the oxygen-ordered orthorhombic phase contains the linear chain structure on the basal plane, 

these embryos are assumed to consist of clusters of short parallel b-chains, Le., Cu(l)-0(4)-Cu(l). They 

should first appear at the heterogeneous sites located at grain surfaces, i.e., grain boundaries and pore sur

faces, since the internal stress due to the localized distortion associated with b-chain growth in the tetrago

nal mattix can be at least partially relaxed (Fig. 1.2). The formation of b-chain embryos at grain boun

daries probably fust develops by consuming oxygen in the 0(4)-0(5) basal plane which would soon 

become depleted near the grain boundaries. Further growth of the orthorhombic ordered .phase then would 

require a supply of oxygen from the ambient through the pore-grain boundary network (Fig. 1.2). Ousters 

of b-chains with b directions orthogonal to each other are equally probable because of the symmetry of the 

parent tetragonal structure. Furthermore, for stress compensation nucleation of an embryo with one b

chain direction tends to induce the nucleation of another with an orthogonal b-chain direction. Below T P 

the oxygen-ordered configuration on 0(4)-0(5) basal plane has a lower free energy than that of the 

oxygen-disordered configuration. [61 Once initiated at a grain surface the extension of b-chains should be 

rapid. An elongated embryo with an oxygen-depleted zone around it is expected. 

In powder-sintered materials, depending on the pressing process and the sizes and kinds of powders, 

there are many voids and open channels among grains. For high porosity material, the total internal pore 



surface area may be larger than the total area of the grain boundaries. This free surface area may play a 

significant role in determining the physical properties of such a material. Grain boundaries also permit fas

ter diffusion than that possible through a grain because of the ''looser'' structure. Significant diffusion of 

oxygen within a grain along the c-axis direction is unlikely to happen at temperatures below TP since the 

full occupancy of 0(1), 0(2) and 0(3) sites at temperatures above TP suggest that these sites are more 

stable than 0(4)-0(5) sites on the basal plane. Oxygen from the environment and from pore surfaces is 

likely to be distributed to the grains deep inside the sample primarily through this pore-grain boundary net

work. To diffuse into the grain, oxygen probably has to flnd a basal plane edge. Hence, grain boundary 

diffusion would often be required for supplying oxygen from the ambient to parts of the grains. 

As b-chain clusters at grain boundaries grow, embryos probably also develop homogeneously or 

heterogeneously inside the grain by local oxygen ordering. They are probably formed somewhat later than 

those at grain surfaces, since the internal stress developed by the b-chain ordering can not be partially 

relaxed as at grain surfaces and the incorporation of the limited available oxygen is competitive among 

embryos in the central region of the grain •. The available oxygen would be quickly consumed by the for

mation of such nuclei. Oxygen-depleted zones would be formed around these nuclei setting up a concen

tration gradient between center and surface of the grains, causing more oxygen to diffuse into the grain. 

These b-chain clusters have locally the orthorhombic lattice structure with the lattice constants, a and b on 

the basal plane, smaller and larger. respectively, than lit of the parent tetragonal lattice. The tetragonal 

matrix surrounding the elongated nucleus experiences contraction at the ends of the b-chains and expansion 

at the sides parallel to the b-chains. When two clusters with orthogonal b-chain directions approach each 

other, the oxygen depleted zones and the strain fields overlap causing a reduction of the stress along one 

<110> direction and enhancement along the orthogonal <110> direction: impingement of the two domains 

along the latter <110> direction eventually results in formation of a coherent twin boundary. The equili

brium width of the twin boundary zone is assumed in this model to be determined by a balance between the 

coulomb repulsion force of oxygen ions at opposite sides of the boundary and the chemical potential favor

ing extension of the b-chains. A "twin nucleus" within the grain with a narrow oxygen-depleted zone 

remaining at the twin boundary is expected (Fig. 1.2, left lower comer). 

.. -. 
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Either <110> direction on the basal plane can lie parallel to a twin boundary, i.e., the twin nuclei 

have two equally probable twin boundary orientations perpendicular to one another. These nuclei have 

been observed by in-situ TEM as randomly distributed and inter-penetrated orthogonal sets. a tweed-like 

structure (Fig. 1.3).t'·91 Other combinations of b-chain nuclei, quartet, etc., are also posSible, but With 

smaller probability than the doubleL When two b-chain clusters with the same b-chain direction approach 

each other, coalescence takes place resulting in a larger b-chain cluster. 

Since oxygen content (Ox.) is about 6.5 at TP, only half of the available b-chain sites of the 

orthorhombic phase in the grain are occupied by oxygen, i.e., the total volume of the orthorhombic twin 

nuclei is only about half the total volume of the grain. This leaves a relatively open structure for oxygen 

diffusion. Further transformation requires oxygen diffusion into the grain, the driving force being the ten

dency for further extension of b-chains, resulting in the observed sudden rise in rate of oxygen uptake at TP 

as shown in Fig. l.lb. 

1.2. Growth 

The b-chain clusters nucleated at grain surfaces grow most rapidly by incorpOrating oxygen readily 

supplied from the ambienL When the transformation is complete at grain surfaces, the diffusion of oxygen 

into the grain becomes more restricted, i.e .• oxygen-depleted twin boundary zones. This can explain the 

sharp decrease of the rate of oxygen uptake below TP (see Fig. l.lb). The growth front of the twinned 

orthorhombic structure nucleated at grain surfaces gradually extends deeper into the grain by adding new b 

chains at the growth front with oxygen being supplied from the ambient via the pore-grain boundary twin 

boundary network and by incorporating twin nuclei that have already formed inside the grain. 

1.3. Coarsening 

During the last srage of twin formation. coarsening takes place eliminating some of the twin boun

daries, and thus decreasing total free energy. Small domains included within larger domains tend to disap

pear by localized oxygen diffusion within the boundary. As long as the temperature is still high enough to 

permit oxygen diffusion. this climbing process continues to coarsen the twin domains until the widths of 

the twins are several hundred A. Rapid cooling severely inhibits this coarsening process; the resulting 
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structure contains more numerous fine twins. When cooling rate is very rapid. e.g., quenching from tem

perature above TP, the tetragonal structure is partially preserved with oxygen content less than 6.5. There 

is insufficient time for oxygen absorption and thus insufficient oxygen to complete the growth of the b

chain orthorhombic structure. Quenching from temperature between -350°C and TP yields intennediate Tc 

with oxygen contents between 6.8 and 6.6. Sintered polycrystalline YB~C~07-a is usually given a low 

temperature annealing step to enhance its superconducting properties. The annealing temperature is typi

cally chosen below TP but above 400°C in an oxygen~rich environment to permit further coarsening, stress 

relaxation and oxygen uptake. 

In summary, a qualitative description for the formation of the twinned structure in YB~C~07_6 is 

proposed. This model assumes oxygen-depleted twin boundary zones which serve as the primary oxygen 

diffusion paths from grain surfaces toward the interior of the grains and thus control the growth rate of the 

twins in the grain centers. These twin boundaries are formed during the growth of the b-chain embryos 

which are flrSt nucleated heterogeneously at grain surfaces.· The width of the oxygen-depleted twin boun-

. dary zones should be determined by the balance of the chemical potential energy at the ends of the b-chains 

at the·edges of the twin domains and the coulomb repulsion energy between oxygen ions on the opposite 

sides of the twin boundaries. Under the ordinary processing condition, this is equivalent to the case j = 3 in 

this model. The rapid rate increase of oxygen uptake at T P is attributed to a high oxygen vacancy concen

tration in the grain during early stages of the tetragonal to orthorhombic transformation caused by the for

mation of embryos which quickly consume a large fraction of the oxygen in the grain at TP. Completion of 

the transformation by growth of twins occurs most rapidly at the grain surfaces by absorbing oxygen from 

the ambient and more slowly in grain interiors. Coarsening of the twin domains then occurs by elimination 

of small domains included within larger domains by localized transfer of oxygen atoms across the twin 

boundaries. This coarsening process takes place during annealing, resulting in residual stress relaxation 

and reduction of residual oxygen vacancies within the twin domains. The observed oxygen deficiency 

remaining after long time annealing in oxygen can be explained if it is assumed that the equilibrium struc

ture of coherent twin boundaries contains one or more layers of oxygen vacancies as proposed in this 

model. 

.• 

I~ 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1.1. (a) Total oxygen content. x, in YB~C~Ox increases monotonically when cooled slowly from 

sintering temperature in 1 atm 0 2 ambienl Note there is a kink at the structure transition tem

perature TP. Data deduced from Ref. 1. Scale of Ox is for (a) only. (b) The differentiation of 

the curve in (a) reveals a peak at TP forming the characteristic .. A." curve of a second order 

phase transfonnation. Oxygen ordering on the basal plane is in progress starting at T p· 

Fig. 1.2. Proposed nucleation of ordered oxygen clusters starts at grain surfaces, ie., grain boundaries or 

pore surfaces, where the stress due to structural transformation can be partially relaxed. When 

two neighboring clusters with orthogonal b-chain directions meet. coherent twin boundaries with 

an oxygen-depleted zone are formed. Twin nuclei (insert at lower left comer) are fanned later 

in the interior of the grain. They consume most of the available oxygen content in the grain at TP 

forming a heavily interpenetrated tweed structure (Fig. 13a). An oxygen concentration gradient 

· between the grain surface and the grain interior is set up. Further growth of the twin laths in the 

grain is limited by diffusion of oxygen into the grain center. The twin nuclei at the grain sur

faces· can grow faster with the oxygen supplied directly from ambient via the pore-grain boun

dary network and the oxygen-depleted twin boundaries. During the growth, twin laths in the 

grain interior are incorporated at the growth fronl 

Fig. 1.3. (a) Interpenetrated twin laths leave the untransformed mani.x oxygen-depleted inside the grain. 

(b) A fully grown tweed structure would form a two-dimensional mutually-modulated regular 

pattern, possibly observed in some in-siw transmission electron microscopy obseJVations during 

cooling from high temperature. The electron diffraction pattern of this structure may reveal an 

effective unit cell with ..f2a x ..fi.a x -3a. However, the structure contains both twin boundaries 

and high energy 90° -rotation boundaries, therefore it would be a metastable intermediate pro

duct. 
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CHAPTER 2.. MODELS AND SIMULATIONS OF 

OXYGEN-DEPLETED TWIN BOUNDARIES 

14 

A model of twin boundaries in YBazCll:J07-a superconductors is proposed. Oxygen vacancies at twin 

boundaries are assumed to exist. These vacancies might also serve as fast diffusion paths for oxygen. The 

model can explain why the optimized oxygen stoichiometry is less than seven. Simulations of HREM lat~ 

tice images based on the model are found to be consistent with observed lattice images which often show 

that the boundary affected zone is several atomic layers thick. 

Since the discovery of the Y-Ba-Cu-0 quaternary system superconducror,Ul the superconducting 

phase has been identified to be YBazCu30,(21 and its structure is an orthorhombic, defected trilayer 

perovskite with metal atoms ordered and having a deficiency of oxygen. (3•41 Oxygen has been shown to 

play an important role in determining T~ The oxygen order-disorder transition has been studied by D. de 

Fontaine et al. [SJ in the two dimensional system. The equilibrium value, x, of oxygen content in 

YB~Cll:JO ... is detennined by the processing temperature and oxygen partial pteSSUre in the ambient as 

· experimentally· demonstrated by Gallagher et al. [6J Transition temperature as a function of oxygen content 

x.has been detennined by Cava et al. with a gettered annealing technique. [7] The effeets of fabrication pro

cess variables on optimization of T c have been extensively investigated. The achievable oxygen content 

under normal pressure, 1 atm 0 2 or air. has consistently been found to be less than 7. Another interesting 

feature of the superconducting orthorhombic low temperature phase is the fonnation of a high density of 

coherent twins. during or after the sttuctural transition from tetragonal to orthorhombic. Presumably this is 

a mechanism for the relaxation of ttansfonnation induced stresses. An extended annealing seems to 

enhance the superconducting properties. [IJ A high density of twin boundaries should not only help relieve 

the internal stress but may also help incn:ase 10 (
91 and T~(lOJ A commonly used model(llJ for the coherent 

twin boundaries involves near neighbor oxygen ions which would exert strong Coulomb repulsion and thus 

increase the twin boundary energy. 

2.1. Models ol Oxygen-Depleted Twin Boundaries 

The oxygen vacant twin boundary model proposed here (Fig. 2.1) avoids this high energy state and 

preserves coherency at the boundaries. The model adopts the usual coherent boundary configuration, 
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except that oxygen sites on Cu-0 basal planes between two neighboring Ba-0 basal planes are not occu

pied. The number of oxygen vacant layers is assumed to vary depending on the processing conditions. 

With higher oxygen partial pressure. slower cooling rare or longer annealing duration. the expected number 

of vacant oxygen layers should become smaller. Since rapid oxygen diffusion in this material would not be 

expected to occur along the c axis direction, oxygen vacant twin boundaries may play a role in the diffu

sion of oxygen in-to or out of the sttucture. As pointed out by KN. Tu et al. [12] the rate limiting step for 

oxygen flux leaving a specimen is the interfacial reaction rather than the diffusion within the specimen. If 

twin boundaries increase the rate of internal diffusion. this result becomes more understandable. It is 

interesting to note that the activation energy. 1.7 ± 0.1 eV. is just half of the oxygen site energy 3.41 eV. 

determined by Freitas et ai.U31 The tetragonal to orthorhombic ttansfonnation could be diffusionless 

(Martensite-l.ike)l141 or diffusion"'Controlled..C111 However. twins do not appear to fonn suddenly at the tran

sition temperature. llll This is an indication that the transformation is a diffusion-controlled nucleation

and-growth process as discussed in Chapter 1. At. the transition temperature, nuclei of the orthorhombic 

phase apparently.form in the tetragOnal grains at grain boundaries or surfaces with two perpendicular direc

tions of the b-chain. They:probably·growby consuming· near-by oxygen atoms and later by incorporating 

additional oxygen supplied from surfaces in contact with. the aunosphere i.e .• directional growth from grain 

boundaries or surfaces. When neighboring nuclei have the same b-chain directions. they coalesce during 

growth to form larger domains. Where domains with perpendicular b-chain directions meet. oxygen vacant 

twin boundaries are formed. Depending on the processing conditions. further absorption of oxygen from 

the external environment probably narrows the width of oxygen-vacant twin boundaries. 

2.2. Calculations and Experimental Values 

During the tetragonal to orthorhombic structural transformation, twins are formed to minimize the 

distortion energy and to accommodate the volume change. The resulting twin width. when not in equili

brium, can vary from several hundred A to a thousand A. The average twin width (W,) assuming equili

brium being achieved has been estimated asUSl w, = ab/{b-a) and the twin boundary width, 

W lb(j) = 2jab/{a2 + b~112 as illustrated in Fig. 2.1. Assuming a perfect stoichiometric YB~C11:307 within 

the twin domains and YB~Ct;06 at twin boundaries, then the average oxygen content. x, in YB~C11:30x, 

which is experimentally measured. would be 
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(2.1) 

Applying a= 3.822 .&.. b = 3.891 A from the work of Cava et al.,m the calculated values of x(j) 

match the experimentally measured oxygen contem very well (Table 2.1) suggesting that in their samples, 

near perfect stoichiomeuic ~C~07 may fonn within the twin domains but various layers of oxygen 

vacancies exist at twin boundaries. The oxygen deficiency study[liJ seems to indicate that under normal 

pressure processing, i.e., 1 aun 0 2 or air, the ultimate oxygen stoichiometry is about 6.93 or equivalent to 

the case j = 3. Therefore it is believed that the effective range within which Coulomb repulsion force dom~ 

lnates is about equivalent to j = 3. However, it should be noted that there are always some vacancies 

dispersing within the twin domains at random or in an ordered structure. [26) For oxygen concentration 

smaller than 6.93, most of the excess vacancies could disperse in the twin domains. Thus the number of 

oxygen vacant layers at twin boundaries may be smaller than the calculaled j which assumes all vacancies 

·.~ condensed at twin boundaries. 

Table 2.1. .Calculated and experimental values ofx in Y'BazCU]Ox with 
· various. number, j, of oxygen depleted layers at the· coherent twin boundaries. 

j 1 2 3 4 s 6 7 8 9 

xG) 6.91S 6.949 6.924 6.899 6.873 6.848 6.823 6.798 6.772 

x..., 6.91S1 6.94 6.92 ± 0.0111 (-6.9) 6.87 6.8S 6.82 6.80 6.78 

6.9716 6.9216,lt 

Ref. 7,16 17 16.18.19 20 21 22-24 2S 16..23 7 

T.(°K) 907 89 9Sl' 87 90 91%2 91 NA 83 

2.3. Simulations 

Simulated high resolution electron microscope (HREM) images of twin boundaries with various j 

values, different defocussing conditions and different sample thicknesses assuming uniform thickness 

across twin boundaries arc shown in Fig. 2.2a-c respectively. The simulated images of the twin boundaries 

assuming no oxygen vacancies [(Fig. 2.2a) top] show no contrast across the twin boundaries regardless of 

the objective lens defocus and sample thickness. However, when a few layers of oxygen at twin boun-

daries arc take~ away. contrast aaoss twin boundaries appears. The width of the contrast band increases in 

j.: 
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proportion to j as shown in Fig. 2.2a Contrast at the twin boundaries also varies markedly with defocuss

ing conditions as shown in Fig. 2.2b. Note that the apparent boundary widths also vary slightly. Contrast 

at twin boundaries due to sample thickness variation, as shown in Fig. 2.2c, is equally dramatic. It can vary 

from almost no contrast to sttong conll'ast. Various band widths and different contrast at twin "boundaries 

in real HREM images are commonly observed, e.g., Fig. 2.3,U4.27·30J in agreement with the model proposed 

here. However, it ~hould be emphasized here that similar contrast variation could arise from local thick

ness change, [3tJ presumably due to preferential etch during sample preparation. It has been shown that in 

HREM in-sibl heating and cooling experiments, the orthorhombic, superconducting phase with twin boun

daries can transform to the tetragonal phase. 129.32.3ll This process can be reversible, but twin boundaries 

normally reappear at different positions.l291 However, if a significant amount of oxygen evaporates from 

the sample due to heating by the electron beam, the process becomes irreversible. [l4J Also, twin boundaries 

exposed to a focussed beam for a shon time, e.g., 1 minute, show a deaease in contrast. [141 Oxygen atoms 

. in twin domains close to the. twin boundaries may gain energy through elecuon bombardment to jump into 

·the twin boundary vacancies. Thus. the contrast might be expected to smear out as illustrated by the simu

Jated images in Fig. 2.2d. Hence. precautions .should be raken when using HREM to image the twin boun

daries. Funhermore, the change of internal stress due to thermal cycling or beam heating may cause twin 

refining process (Fig. 2.4). A highly refined twin suucture is believed to lose its long range correlation 

along c-axis direction and yield a tweed suucture. 

In polycrystalline materials, grain boundaries without obstacles, e.g •• second phase or segregations. 

are known to be fast diffusion paths. However. the total surface area perpendicular to the c-axis of the 

grain boundaries. compared to the total area of the twin boundaries in the grain. is small. Although there 

may be oxygen deficiency at grain boundaries. a correction of oxygen stoichiometry due to grain boun

daries can be neglected. Nevertheless. if the tunneling mechanism is assumed, grain boundaries may still 

play an important role. 

To apply the model of oxygen vacant twin boundaries to the real system. accurate determination of 

oxygen content as well as microstructure parameters. e.g. lattice constants. twin boundary width and aver

age twin width. is essential. However. the unifonnity of the oxygen content in polycrystalline YB~C~Ox 

has been reponed to vary from grain to grain.U4.341 An extended annealing of the polycrystalline material 
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is needed to achieve thermal equilibrium. A single crystal specimen eliminating the grain boundary effect 

would be preferable. 

2.4. Discussion 

A srudy by Chen et al. [3SJ shows that the ordered vacancies within the body of the twin domains 

accounts for only 3% of the total volume in a YB~Cil:J06.72 sample. This discrepancy could be explained 

by the oxygen-depleted twin boundary model with j = 3. The high resolution image shown in Fig. 2.3 also 

matches the simulated images using the model proposed h~ with j = 3. 

Since the equilibrium width of the oxygen-depleted zone at a twin boundary is detennined by the 

balance of the Coulomb repulsion force and the chemical potential, the resulting optimized configuration 

may have at least one layer of oxygen vacancies condensed at the twin boundary (j = 1· case} where the 

repulsion energy is the highesL For j ~ 2. the repulsion energy decreases inversely proportional to the oxy

gen ion distance resulting in increasingly diffuse oxygen-depleted layers, i.e .• oxygen-vacancy segregation 

· at·these layers is probably.incomplete. F<X" simplicity, however, this diffuse abnosphere of oxygen vacan

:cies has been described as a.number of layers of oxygen vacancies. j. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 2.1. Oxygen vacant twin boundary models for (a) 1 vacant layer 0=1). (b) 3 vacant layers G=2). and 

(c) 5 vacant layers 0=3). Note: The angle at twin boundaries and the length difference between 

the lattice constants (a) and (b) are exaggerated. For simplicity. only oxygen atoms (black dots) 

are shown. 

Fig. 2.2. Simulated HREM [001] images of twin boundaries. Simulation parameters are chosen to 

correspond to the operating conditions in the JEOL 4000 FX electron microscope. Sample thick

ness is 100A and objective lens defocus is -800A unless specified otherwise. (a) Changes with 

respect to j from j = 0 (no oxygen depleted layer. top) to j = 3 (bottom). (b) Variation with 

respect to objective lens defocus; -400A (top) to -1600..\ (bottom) in increments of -400A. 

j = 3. (c) Variation with respect to sample thickness; 50A (top) to 200A (bottom) in increments 

of SOA. j = 3. (d) Total oxygen atom number fixed. but abrupt concentration changes at twin 

. boundaries are gradually relaxed G = 3). 

·Fig. 2.3. · High resolution electron micrograph of a twin boundary in YB~C~Ox material reveals signifi

cant contrast across the twin boundary. (Photo courtesy of Dr. K. Hiraga.) 

Fig. 2.4 A proposed twin-refining mechanism during a short pulse of electron beam heating. 

(a) Originally, twin boundary (TB) has oxygen depleted with oxygen content of stoichiometric 

0 6 and twin domains. a and ~. with oxygen content 0,~. (b) Electron beam bombards the 

specimen activating the diffusion of oxygen in b-chain near twin boundary and causing an 

oxygen-disordered zone. i.e •• tetragonal structure (T). (c) The counterparts of the remaining 

twin domains are nucleated at the thin edge of the specimen where cooling is more efficient after 

beam is removed. (d) New twin boundaries and domains are formed. Twin reflning always 

occurs at twin boundaries and appears as pairs as observed in TEM 
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CHAPTER 3. A HYPOTHESIZED MACRO-RESONANCE-CELL DESCRIPTION 

FOR IUGH·Tc OXIDE SUPERCONDUCTORS 

YBa,_Cu.p7..(j has the unique heavily twinned microsuucture due to the tetragonal to orthorhombic 

phase ttansfarmation which does not Oc:cur in any of the other high-Tc oxides including the three classes of 

pseudo two-dimensional copper oxide. i.e.. TI-Ca-Ba-Cu-O(TCB) system. Bi-Ca-Sr-Cu-O(BCS) system. 

and La-Sr-Cu-O(LSCO) system. and two kinds of three-dimensional isottopic bismuth oxide, i.e .• Ba-Pb

Bi-O(BPBO) system and Ba-K-Bi-O(BKBO) system. Orthorhombic YBa,_Cu.p7..(j with oxygen content 

ranging from about 6.5 to 7.0 has poor metallic properties at temperature higher than Tc and becomes 

superconducting at Tc. On the contrary. the higher symmeay parent suucture. tetragonal YBa,_Cup
1 

with 

6.0 s x ~ 6.5 exhibirs electrical properties ranging from insulator to semiconductor at all temperatures and 

does not have the twinned morphology. The oxygen-ordered b-chain and perhaps the twinning in the 

orthorhombic phase. which are absent in the nonsuperconducting tetragonal phase, apparently play an 

important role in the dramatic. transition of the pmperties from insulator-semiconductor to superconductor. 

A clear explanation of the mechanism of this supen:onductivity should be able to explain why 

orthorhombic YBa,_Cu,07..(j is a superconductor and tetragOnal YBa,_C~O" is not. Although many specula

tive theories cmrently coexist. none can satisfactorily explain all the observed superconducting 

phenomena. A qualitative phenomenological description is proposed here. based on the observation that 

certain fearures of the bonding are common to all the high-Tc oxide superconductors that are absent in 

closely related nonsuperconducting phases such as tetragonal YBa,_C~O". 

3.1. Various Oxidation States, Breathing Modes and Maao Resonance Cells 

All known high-Tc oxide superconductors except BKBO share a common pseudo-two-dimensional 

structure with Cu{}z planes sandwiched between metallic layers. This structure appears to play a critical 

role for the observed superconductivity. In all of these materials the suucture can be described by stacked 

perovskite-related unit cells. They all show bad metallic properties above T c and are all oxygen-deficient 

because of doping with randomly distributed dopanrs. For the YBCO. BCS and TCB systems. cu.ID, Bim 

and nm can be consideted as substitutional dopanrs in the three-dimensional cuii lattice which result in 
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randomly distributed oxygen vacancies in the capping layers, i.e .• Cumo in YBa_zCu30,~ Bifo2 in BCS 

and Tl:f02 in TCB systems. The result of this doping is that the unifonnity of the oxidation state (Ill) of 

cations in the capping layer(s). which is also a common feature in copper oxide superconductors, is des

troyed. 

Intriguingly. both of the cunent known high Tc oxide families, copper oxide and bismuth oxide, have 

a common feature, i.e., more than one charge state with a difference of charge equal to two on the cations 

located at the frames. i.e •• the cations at the centers of the oxygen octahedral sites, of their lattices, e.g .• Cu 

with valence I. ll, and ill, Bi with ill and V, Tl with I and ill, and Pb with ll and IV. The lowest one is 

designated in the following description as the fundamental oxidation state according to the oxidation states 

found in the natural compound. These charge states represent cations in different environments of oxygen 

bonding,Ul e.g., the Cu(I) oxidation state has two characteristic shortest Cu-0 bonds on opposite sides at 

about 1.85 A distinguishable from the other longer orthogonal Cu-0 bonds, the Cu(ll) oxidation state has 

four characteristic shortest bonds of about 1.90 A in a cross arrangement w,ith two other longer Cu-0 bonds 

· perpendicular to the plane and the Cu(lll) oxidation state has four cruiracteristic shortest bonds of 1.85 A 

in the same cross arrangement as in Cu(ll) but with the perpendicular Cu-0 bonds even longer. 

In an octahedron with Cp in the center and 0 at the six comers. the oxidation state of Cu could be 

considered to vary continuously between I and m as the four oxygeos on the same plane harmonically 

oscillate in phase and the other two oxygeos 180° out of phase, i.e., when the former move toward Cu 

simultaneously, the latter move away from Cu and vice versa. It is suggested here that this type of hannon

ically oscillating oxygen induces the variation of the Cu oxidation state and is referred to as the "breathing 

mode" of oxygen as in the perovskite structure of bismuth oxide Ba(Pbo.7Bio.3)03.a(2l and the perovskite

related 2-1-4 structure of {La:z.xAJCu04 _ 6 with A = Ba. Sr, or Ca. Other variations of the oxygen breath

ing mode include the Cu05 pyramid configuration with Cu near the center of the square base and the CuO 4 

square configuration with Cu at the center. The last two configurations are found in the YB~C~07.a 

orthorhombic structure but only the pyramid ammgement is found in the tetragonal structure because its 

oxygen on the basal plane is randomly distributed, i.e., disordered. Neutron diffraction!31 reveals the equili

brium distance between Cu1 and 01 matches the characteristic bond length for Cu(I)-0 and the equili

brium distances of Cu2-02 and Cu2-03 are slightly larger than the characteristic bond length for Cu(ll)-0 
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in the octahedron configuration. 

Among all known classes of high-Tc oxide superconductors. the YBCO system has the most unusual 

fearures in its strucrure. The cation in its capping layer. CuO. is the same as that of the Cu02 layers. 

Hence. the Cu cations in this strucrure form a three-dimensional frame similar to the Bi frame in the BKBO 

system .• The .stacking sequence of the YBCO system has only a single period and single boundary layer. 

unlike the other systems. all of which have a double period with phase shift as the stacking sequence is fol

lowed through the center of the double boundary layers (see Table 3.1). Also. oxygen atoms in the capping 

layer of the YBCO system are ordered forming a linear chain structure on the basal plane. This oxygen 

(vacancy) ordering mechanism results in an orthorhombic structure which in tum results in a finely 

twinned microstrucrure which is formed when the structure changes from tetragonal to orthorhombic on 

cooling. 

YB~CU]O, (n=2) 

, ... _ 

Bi:tCaSr2CuA (n•2) 

~uo. (n•l) 

Table 3.1. Stacking sequence of layers in unit cell. 

Ba y 

02 

0 Cu 

0 Sr Ca 

~ 
Bi 0 Cu 

0 Ba Ca 

02 

TI 0 Cu 

~ 

Cu 

~ 
Cu 

Ba +- center 

0 +- edge 

0 Cu +-comer 

Sr 0 Bi 0 Cu 

~ 
0 Bi 0 Sr 

Ba 0 TI 0 Cu 

02 

Cu 0 TI 0 Ba 

0 Cu 0 La La 

~ 02 

La La 0 Cu 0 

boundary 
+- -+ 
layer(s) 

Ca 

Ca 

Cu 0 Bi 

~ 

Sr 0 

Cu 0 TI 

~ 
Ba 0 
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A consideration of charge balance in stoichiometric YB8.zCu.p7 shows C~ should have a total 

charge of +7 which can be reasonably distributed as cu•2, cu·2 and cu•3, or in layer-stacking sequence: 

(3.1) 

where cu+3o is the boundary (capping) layer or the basal plane containing 04-Cu1-04 b-chains, and 

cu•lo2 is the layer containing the base of the pyramid configuration near the central plane. cu•3 could be 

further expressed as cu+3 ~ cu+l + 2h with the electtonic holes (h) located at the overlapped orbitals of 

0 : 2pz and Cu : 3d3l~· along the c-axis direction or 0 : 2p,. and Cu : 3~· _ ,.• along the b-chain direction 

and oscillating between Cu and 0 regulated by the vibration of 0. The breathing mode which descnbes the 

overall Cu oxidation state oscillating between I and min YB3.zC~07 could be realized by the synchron

ized harmonic oscillation of the two neighboring 04 (b-chain) oxygens and two neighboring 01 (on c-axis) 

oxygens (see Fig. 3.1a). Note the oxidation states of neighboring Cu1 atoms on the same b-chain would be 

oscillating out-of-phase and Cu cation on the basal plane of tetragonal YB3.zC~06 has the fundamental 

oxidation state, C.i, hence could not oscillate harmonically. Similarly, the cu+lo2 plane could be 

presented as shown in Fig. 3.lb with cu+2 ~ cu+l +hand holes are assumed to resonate between two 

lobes of the 0: p orbitals on opposite sides of oxygen based on Pauling's resonating bond idea.l11 The 

oscillation of the oxidation state of Cu2 on the Cu02 plane is implemented by the breathing mode of two 

02 and two 03 on the plane as well as 01 and Cu2 oscillating along the c-axis direction. The oxidation 

states of the neighboring Cu2 .on Cu02 plane would then be oscillating 180° out-of-phase. The central four 

oxygens at comers of the Shaded square in Fig. 3.1b would undergo a Peierl's defonnation assuming oxy

gens vibrate in the. breathing mode, which would break the degeneracy, lower the energy and symmetry of 

the syStem and create the Jahn-Teller gap at the Fermi levell41 necessary for the stabilization of supercon

ducting pairs. 

The Cu cations in the YB8.zCll:J07..s crystal fonn a three dimensional frame. Assuming the oxidation 

states of the neighboring Cu cations, along the c-axis direction, are oscillating 180° out-of-phase, due to the 

polarization fluctuation, a macro resonance state (MRS) could be established in the whole lattice. A 

repeating unit of the macro resonance cell (MRC) would be composed of eight unit cells (2a x 2b x 2c) 

with double periods along the c-axis direction as in BCS, TCB and LSCO systems. The role of oxygen on 

the 01 sites could be to force, together with ordered oxygen on the 04 (b-chain) sites, the oxidation state of 
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Cul to oscillate and to couple it to that of Cu2 in the neighboring Cu02 plane yielding a macro resonance 

of the whole crystal lattice. However, the Cu2-01 distance is too long for strong coupling, the coupling 

(Fig. 3.2) is possibly assisted by a soft inode of lattice vibration as evidenced by electron energy loss spec

troscopy[SJ (EELS) and electron diffraction at low temperature.C61 The YB~C~Ox tetragonal phase does 

not have the ordered oxygen on 04 sites. Thus macro resonance of the whole lattice could not be achieved. 

The boundary layer with its deficient and disordered oxygen would be expected to damp the resonance. 

Regularity at the boundary layers is probably necessary tO achieve the .MRS, in the YBCO system as well 

as in other systems which will be discussed later. 

The description of holes by the dissociation of copper in the higher oxidation state into the lowest 

(fundamental) one, i.e .• cu+3 ~ cu+1 + 2h in the CuO boundary layer and cu+2 ~ cu•1 + h in the Cu02 

layers, would provide an antiferromagnetic correlated background necessary for the coupling of the super

conducting pairs.m The calculated hole counts[ll for the superconducting phase YB~C~Ox with 

x = 7.0-:6.3 follows the same trend as Tc as a function ofx[91 in the same range of oxygen content suggest

ing that hole pairs indeed relate to the superconductivity more directly. Experimentally, a strong electronic 

transition in the visible-near-uv optical spectra of nonsuperconducting, tetragonal YB~C~Ox with 

6.0 s x < 6.33 is associated with the existence of a highly localized cu•1 compl~UOJ as expected in the 

description: cu+3 ~ cu+l + 2h and cu+2 ~ cu+l + h, and is coincident with the antiferromagnetic phase in 

the same range of oxygen content Uti Also. EELS experiments on superconducting YBCO material show 

an enhanced broad peak. on a nonsuperconducting background, appearing in the frequency range of the 

breathing modes of the oxygen vibrations.£121 A similar enhanced breathing-mode peak is observed in 

superconducting ~.85Sra. 15) Cu04-a over nonsuperconducting LazCu04.r111 The large char~e oscillations 

of Cu between I and m could be enhanced by a longitudinal optical (LO) phonon mode, similar to the soft 

mode observed in LazCu04, and yield a strong aaractive force acting on the pair (Fig. 3.2).!121 A .MRS of 

oxidation states on the Cu frame oscillating in LO frequency assisted by the breathing mode of oxygen 

vibration could enhance the coupling of the hole pairsU21 as all these observations suggest These pre

existing free pairs could condense into coherent superconducting pairs when the temperature drops to 

T (131 
c· 
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3.2. Pseudogap, Delocalization and Mott's 1-M Transition 

All the high-Tc oxide superconductors have poor metallic properties in the normal conducting state, 

i.e., they tend to occur near a metal-insulator transition into an odd-electron insulator with peculiar mag

netic properties as pointed out by Anderson. [7) According to Anderson's R VB theory, a perfect resonance 

lattice would lead to an insulator,[141 e.g., I.azCu04 and BaBi0
3 
(B~BimBivOJ, instead of a superconduc

tor. Friedel and NogueraUS1 have shown that if the resonant states form a periodic lattice, i.e., a perfect 

resonance lattice, there will be a real gap splitting the peale of the density of states (DOS) from the middle 

into two peaks thus yielding an insulator. But if these resonant states, e.g., macro resonance cells, are dis-

tributed at random in three dimensions, a pseudo gap will exist at the DOS peale resulting in bad metallic 

properties. A similar situation that can cause this type of Matt's insulator-metal (I-M) transition could be 

to have the perfect resonance lattice doped with randomly distributed, isolated impurities (or charged 

defects) which could result in local disorder or unsynchronized resonance and delocalization of the charge 

carriers changing the insulating state into the.conducting state. From a mean field RVB theory point of 

view, [7) these oxides would become superconductors as soon as they are doped to become metallized, i.e., 

the bounded or localized hole pails would become delocalized or free pairs. 

This kind of composition-controlled I-M transition has been observed in perovskite-related oxides of 

the"""'"' rr ~ Sr )BO and La(Ni B )0 with B = Ti•3 v+-3 cr•3 Mn•3 Fe•3 Co•3 and Ni•3.[161 In high-
.,- '~... ll 3 1·1. .. 3 , , ' , , 

Tc oxides, Matt's 1-M transition could be accomplished (I) by creating disorder with a randomly distributed 

A-site substirutional dopant having different charge, e.g., hole acceptor K1 in three-dimensional 1-1-3 

perovskite-related (B~6 KJ.JBi(.lii.V)Ow; undoped BaBi03 (Baf Bim Biv 0~ is an insulator, or by doping 

elements, A 11~ in quasi-two-dimensional 2-1-4 perovskite-related (La~ A~)2 Cu(IJIJII)04-.5 with A = Ba, Sr 

or Ca where ~m Cu(IJIJII) 0 4 is an insulator; or (ll) by creating diSorder through changing the exchange 

potential with B-site substitutional dopant having the same (average) charge but different 3dn, e.g., Bi in Ba 

(Pb~ Bio"f, 0~ where BaPb03 becomes superconducting only below 0.5° K; or (Ill) by absorbing oxy-

gen (or sulfur, fluorine, etc.) at interstitial sites on the boundary (capping) layer(s) with some disordered 

oxygen vacancies confined on the boundary layer(s), e.g., nonmetallic tetragonal YB~Cu,06 absorbs oxy

gen at boundary layer to become superconducting orthorhombic YB~Cup7....,. These oxygens acting as 

hole donors would pull down the Fenni level to intersect more E(k) bands and promote the cation in the 
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bound.ary layer(s) from a fundamental oxidation state, e.g., Cu1, Tl1, to a higher (nominal) oxidation state, 

e.g., cum' nm' which in turn can dissociate into a lower oxidation state, provides holes as charge carriers 

and oscillating about the average oxidation state n. In YBCO and TCB systems, oxygen vacancies that are 

required to create disorder in the perfect MRS naturally exist due to an equilibrium vacancy concentration. 

In the YBCO system, some of these vacancies could be concentrated at twin boundaries to reduce the sys

tem energy. Otherwise, they could be randomly distributed on capping layer(s). In both syStems, oxygen 

could be absorbed to promote most of the cations on the capping layer(s). In the BCS system, however, 

fully oxidized boundary layers would have oxidation state Bim, which is the fundamental oxidation state of 

Bi and could not provide charge carriers. Further promotion to Biv is probably accomplished by removing 

some of the oxygen, or by less absorption via fast cooling, so that the neighboring Bi-0-Sr bending confi

guration, due to the incommensurate bond of BiO to CuO and Ql---()'1.- repulsion, could be straightened in 

tum reducing the bond length of Bi-0 and promoting Bim to Biv. Thus in the BCS system, only partial 

oxidation is necessary which would promote part of Bi to Biv rather than Bim. These oxygen vacancies in 

the BCS system could be.necessary to yield metallic·properties as discussed above and could be produced 

by a quench-in process. However, oxygen vacancies in systems with·.substitutional dopants, ie., case (I) 

and (ll), could be also formed due to the requirement of charge balance. Once the critical doping level is 

exceeded, [l31 the charge carrier could be delocalized and the material would become metallic. 

It is interesting to note that the cations in the. centers of the oxygen octahedra or its variations all 

have more .than one oxidation state with a charge difference of two in all the high-T
0 

oxide superconduc

tors. Assuming the lowest oxidation swe is the fundamental one, then all these cations at the boundary 

layer(s) would be in high oxidation states which can drop back to the fundamental oxidation state by con

tributing a pair of holes, e.g., Cum -+ CJ + 2h, Biv -+ Bim + 2h, Tim -+ Tl1 + 2h and Pbrv -+ Pb11 + 2h, 

and have their oxidation state oscillating about the average. Also, each pair of copper ions, cu+2
, in the 

square lattice of Cu02 plane could contribute a pair of holes by 2Cu+2 -+ 2Cu+1 + 2h. These holes as deter

mined by Hall measurementU71 are the charge carriers in the normal conducting state and as discussed 

above could condense into superconducting pairs in the imperfect or defected MRS (DRS) when the sys

tem is doped to create enough local disruptions, and become metallic. 
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3.3. Quasi-Two-Dimensionality, Boundary Layers, and Layer Coupling 

As shown by many calculated energy band structures using various methods, all high Tc copper 

oxide superconductors have quasi-two-dimensional characteristics, UBI i.e., the total N(Ep) can be d.issoci-

ated into the sum of the partial AN(Ep) due to individual Cu02 layers, the capping batmdary layers and a 

correction term representing the coupling between Cu02 layers and the capping layers: 

(3.2) 

where IJcua. is the number of Cu02 layers and ~ is the effective number of capping layers. When an 

energy band in E(k) diagram does not intersect the zone Ep ± A, this branch will not contnbute to the 

N(Ep). i.e., AN(Ep) = 0. When there are double boundary layers, the number of energy band related to 

these boundary layers is doubled but the contn'bution due to each band is not exactly the same. Thus n=:; 

represents this effect. The same effect also exists in Cu02 layers but much less significantly, since E(k)s of 

these layers are very close to Ep and to each other due to degeneracy. The correction coupling-term may 

have sttong .influence on the total N(Ep)[191 and thus cannot be omitted. This term represents the coupling 

power of the boundary layer(s) which reflects the coupling strength of bouncf.aiy layer(s) to CuOz layers 

and the. interference between or at boundary layers. 

Each decoupled plane has its partial density of states (DOS), which is proportional to the inverse of 

the slope of E(k) with proportional constant B, conttibuting to the total N<Ep>. Approximately. each band 

intersecting the zone Ep ± A at (kp - m" 6k, EF + 6) and (kp + m' 6k, EF + A) will have contnbution: 

~4 k,+m'~ 

AN(Ep) = f DOS(E) dE= f B ~dE = f B'dk = B'(m' + m") 6k = B'm 6k 
Er4 ~ kr-mM~ 

dk . 

(3.3) 

where ~ is the total expansion length of k where E(k) intersects the zone Ep ± A on Fenni surface, with 

(3.4) 

in three dimensional lattice. NA• a. b, c. and V0 are Avogadro number, lattice constants and the molar 

volume, respectively. 
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Asswning a simplified BCS expression of Tc= A(ro} exp (-1/N(Ep)V) with constant A and interac-

tion parameter V, then 

In Tc =A'+ In (ro}- N~p)V 

=A'+ In (ro)- _.;;..._ vo [ 1 ] 
B'naV Ilcua. • m&Q. · Ccua. + ~ · m:; · ccap +coupling tenn 

(3.5) 

where CcLJO. and ccap are the thickness of Cu02 and cap (boundary) layer. respectively. When IlcLJO. in the 

equation increases. Tc increases consistent with the trend in Table 3.2. When Ilcuo. ~ oo, there is a limit for 

Tc. However. without a capping layer Ep could shift into a real bandgap or a half-filled band before Tc 

reaches the limiting value. e.g •• Cao.8~r0•14Cu02, with inflnite stacking sequence, has strong electron corre

lation effects to result in localized spin. antiferromagnetic exchange and semiconducting behavior. f20J 

Both TCB and BCS systems show Tc increasing when the nwnber (n) of Cu0
2

layers increases. no 

matter if the material has a single boundary layer (SBL) or a double boundary layer (DBL) (~ Table 3.2). 

Table 3.2. T c or TCB and BCS systems with various number or Cu01 layers. 

Ilc~~Ca SBL DBL 

TCB 1 SOK 
System 2 90K* llOK 

3 llOK 125K 
4 122K. 

162 Kt (?) 

BCS 1 25 K* 38K 
System 2 75K 95K 

3 llOK 

YBCO 2 93 K 80Kt 

"Data from Ref. 21. 
tn~Ba,Cu401H with Tc = 162 K is not confmned. (High Tc update.) 
*Data from Ref. Zl.. 
'Datum from Ref. 23. Also an alternation of SBL and DBL 
(Y2Ba4Cu,015..J in sequence yield Tc =40 K.l241 

This trend of increasing Tc in the same class with increasing n could be due to the increasing total 

nwnber of energy states near the Fermi level. N(Ep). as shown in Eq. (3.5). 
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As shown in the calculated E(k) of the BCS system, [l!)J a flat double layer arrangement of the boun

dary layers Bi202> Le., BiO-BiO, shows little contribution to the total N(Ep), but a puckered triple layer 

arrangement, i.e., Bi-02 Bi which could exist momentarily assuming Osr-Biv-0si chains, where 

Biv ~ Bim + 2h, are oscillating along c-axis direction, shows enhanced coupling between these capping 

layers and the Cu02 layers yielding much higher toral N(Ep) by bringing up more Cu02 bands close to the 

Ep level and bringing down Biz02 bands to intersect with the Ep ±A zone. As a consequence, both rrlcuo. 

and mBioO.• as well as the coupling tenn would be all increased. According to Eq. (3.5), this configuration 

could thus result in a higher T
0 

than that of the BiO-BiO flat double layer arrangement The quasi-two

dimensional character of high Tc copper oxide superconductors shown from the E(k) band structure allows 

the separate evaluation of partial number of state, e.g., .1Ncuo. {Ep) and .1Ncap {Ep), due to the individual 

planes. However, various arrangement of Biz02 boundary layers in the BCS systemU91 shows dramatic 

coupling effect between these capping layers and Cu02 layers. Similar coupling effect could exist in other 

copper oxide superconductors, e.g., Oa.-nm-on chains, where nm ~ TI1 + 2h, oscillate along the c-axis 

direction. 

Both Bi-Ca-Sr-Cu-0 (BCS) and TI-Ca-Ba-Cu-0 (TCB) systems with double boundary layer have 

their stacking sequence of the cations shifts when crossing these double boundary layers (Table 3.1). How

ever, the double-layered two-dimensional array of Q-Biv-o and o-nm-o along the c-axis direction in 

Biv 0 6 and nmo6 octahedra in the double boundary layers of the BCS and TCB systems, respectively, 

apparently couple the resonance of the cation-lattice even better than the one-dimensional chain of Cum 0 4 

does in the single boundary layer of the YBCO system. This could be attributed to the dimensions of the 

octahedra network of Bi06 and TI06, which matches that of the Cu02 planes above and below better than 

the one-dimensional square chain does in YB~Cu,P7 and the interference due to the charge oscillation of 

the neighboring cations in the boundary layers is smaller. The fact that the BCS system has a lower 

Tc (- 110 K) in the 2-2-2-3 phase, than that (- 125 K) of the TCB system in the same phase may be quali:

tatively understood on the basis of the model. The very weak bonding between two BiO boundary layers, 

i.e., the cleavage plane, the incommensurate bonding lengths between Bi-0 and Cu-0, and more impor

tantly, the oxidation state of Bi at the boundary layers being the fundamental oxidation state III, i.e., only a 

small fraction of Bim is promoted to Biv by oxygen vacancies resulting in a smaller carrier concentration 
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than in the TCB system, probably results in a MRS less stable, i.e., smaller .1, than that achieved in the 

TCB system according to Eq. (3.5) and that~ is proportional to Teo 

The calculated energy band structures of YB~C~Olt with x = 6, 7, 8, using the self-consistent pseu

dofunction method,l2Sl show that major features of the lower complex of· valence and conduction bands 

near Ep are mainly detennined by the three Cu : 3d5 orbitals and the six, seven, or eight sets, respectively, 

of 0 : :zsl2p6 orbitals. Changing from YB~C~06 to YB~C~07, two important energy bands across Ep 

evolve. One broad anisotropic band across Ep sharply is due to the antibonding Cu : 3d-O : 2s orbitals in 

one-dimensional 04-Cu1-04 b-chain and has little contribution to the total N<Ep>. The other narrow band 

across and staying close to ~ is from the nonbonding Cu : 3d-O : 2p orbitals in the same b-chain. This 

narrow band has a large portion intersecting the zone Ep ± ~ which stabilizes or pins the ~ position and 

contributes largely, together with the two-dimensional antibonding band from the Cu02 planes, to the total 

Structures with double layers of the CuO plane in YB~Cu408 (1-24-8 structure) fllms have a lower 

Tc = 80 K.[231 compared to Tc = 93 K of the YB~C~07 (1-2-3-7 or 1-2-3 structure) with a single layer of 

CuO. This lowering ofTc with a double CuO layer could be attributed to the mismatch of the dimensional

ity of the chain-structure in the boundary layers to that in CuOz layers for the second CuO layer which acts 

as a damping boundary and phase shifter could pose difficulty on coupling the oscillation of the oxidation 

state of Cu1 in the second boundary layer to that in the first boundary layer. The difficulty could be 

because 0 in the double boundary layers of 1-24-8 structure is bonded to three Cu atoms and has less free

dom to oscillate compared to 0 bonded to two Cu atoms in 1-2-3-7 structure, and all the neighboring Cui 

in the different layers of the double boundary Cuz02 layers, unlike the BCS and TCB systems, are closely 

linked to each other with the rigid network of Cu-0 bonds. The MRS of the 1-2-4-8 structure might thus · 

be expected to be less stable, Le .• ~of 1-24-8 structure is smaller, than that of the 1-2-3-(7) structure and 

result in the observed lower T c than that of the 1-2-3-7 structure. 

It is interesting to compare the case no.o. = 2 (Table 3.3) of all three systems in Table 3.2. For single 

boundary layer (SBL), BCS system has Tc (75 K.) lower than the other two (90 - 93 K.). This could be due 

to the incompatibility of the Bi-0 bond to the Cu-0 bond, yielding a weak coupling. For double boundary 

layers (DBL). TCB system has Tc = 110 K. followed by BCS system with Tc = 95 K and then YBCO 
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system with Tc = 80 K. It seems for the double layers of interwoven Bi06 octahedra network more free

dom. due to the weak bonding between two BiO layers. i.e .• the cleavage plane. is allowed to rearrange 

those incommensurate Bi-0 bonds. into a wavy configuration. than in the single boundary layer which is 

sandwiched by the rigid Cu02 layers. Its coupling strength becomes stronger though it is still weaker than 

that of the Tlz02 layers which match better to the Cu02 layers. On the other hand. the double-layered 

linear chains in YB~Cup8 have shown a strong disadvantage due to the dimensional incompaubility to 

the two-dimensional Cu02 plane. Its coupling strength is weaker than that of the single layer and Tc drops. 

Table 3.3 also shows a tentatively assigned coupling strength of the boundary layer(s) according to the Tc 

measured for llcua. = 2 of these systems and the analysis of the bonding com~ti_!>ility between the boun

dary layer(s) and Cu02 layers. For comparison. (La1.asSro.1.s) CuO~ (LSCO system. Ilcuo. = 1). 

<Bao.6Ko.4) Bi03-a (BKBO system) and Ba (Pbo.7Bio.J) 03-a (BPBO system} without boundary layer (NBL) 

are also listed. It seems the boundary layer(s) in copper oxide with less overlappin~. therefore less interfer

-ence and more flexibility. and better coupling to the Cu01 layers will yield stronger overall layer coupling 

and higher Teo On.the other hand. a high concenuation. of dopant randomly distributed in the rigid. three 

. dimensional cation frame of the bismuth oxide family yields an irregular three-dimensional charge-network 

of cation and low Teo ·In contrast. dopants in· the copper oxide family are at a much lower level than in the 

bismuth oxide family and are confined in the boundary layer(s). The integrity of two-dimensional Cu02 

layers is well preserved. In addition. magnetic ordering on the copper sublattice. which is absent in the 

bismuth/lead sublattice.l261 together with LO mode of lattice softening may strongly enhance the boundary 

layer coupling yielding quasi-two-dimensionality. free pair condensation and superconductivity at Tc 

higher than that of bismuth oxide family. 
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Table 3.3. T and tentatively assigned coupling strength ofboundary layer(s) of various systems. c . 

nc..o. = 2 NBL SBL DBL (S+D)BL 

Quasi- TCB medium strong 
two- System 90K llOK 

dimensional 
copper BCS medium-weak medium strong 
oxide System 1SK (BiO-BiO) (Bi-02-Bi) 

9SK· ? 

YBCO medium medium-weak weak 
System 93K 80.K 40K 

LSCO weak(n=1) 
System 38K 

Isotropic BKBO weak 
three- System . 30K 

dimensional 
bismuth BPBO very weak 

oxide System 13 K 

3.4. Sulfstitution, Dopi.rlg and Isotope Effect 

· A well prepared pure 1-2-3 structured sample with full substitution of Y with the whole series of 

lanthanides, except Ce, Pr, Th and Pm (artificial element) virtually shows the same Tc. [27.211 This could be 

understood by realizing that the bands related to theY-site layer with +3 charge are far above~ level. On 

the other hand. the oxidation state of Ce, Pr. or Thall could be m or IV. This tendency toward oxidation 

state IV could. according to the proposed MRC description. thus change the vibration frequency and unbal

ance the oxidation state of Cu2 in the Cu02 plane yielding a less stable MRS. However. EuiDJI doped with 

PfllUV, e.g .• (Eu0_~o.1)B~C~07~, could partially balance the charge effect and still yields a Tc::: 80 K.[291 

Meanwhile, (Y1."Pr")B~C~07~ can not balance the charge poison of PrV and has Tc dropped to zero for 

x ~ 0.6.[301 Replacing Y with elements in the same column of the periodic table could reveal the size effect 

of Y -site on Tc. Indeed. full replacement with Sc yields an insulator. Partial replacement up to Y0.2Sc0_8 

still maintains Tc = 60- 75 K.[3ll On the other hand. pure LaB~C~07~ usually shows Tc well below that 

of YB~C~07~.[27] However, Tc::: 90 K[321 for LaB~C~07~ and Tc::: 82 K[291 for (Y o.s~.s)B~C~07~ 

have been reported. These results indicate that size effect of Y-site on Tc is not as strong as the charge 

effect as long as a critical doping level which yields the lattice crash down is not exceeded. Also worth 
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notice is that the heavy mass and strong magnetic moment of lanthanides do not show any significant effect 

on Tc. However. Er. Ho. and Dy 1-2-3 compounds all show reentry of antiferromagnetic properties at 

T < 1 Kl33.341 in magnetic suscepubility measurement indicating that the superconductivity mechanism tak

ing over paramagnetism into (perfect) diamagnetism at Tc might have an antiferromagnetism running at 

background. 

The substitution of Baz in Y11azC~07.a with (BaSr) or (BaCa) shows Tc = 82l3SJ and 77 K. (291 

respectively. indicating that size effect of Ba-sites is slightly more significant than that at Y -site. This 

could be due to Ba layers. sandwiching the single boundary layer. CuO. could influence the coupling of 

CuO chain layer to the Cu02 planes. The charge effect of replacing Ba is expected to be as strong as that 

of replacing Y. Since the difference of charges at these two sites determines dominately the vibration fre

quency of Cu in Cu02 plane. However. chemistry does not allow such a substitution. 

Doping of Cu with transition metals in the same row ~ shows Tc dropsl36l very quickly as expected 

from the model for the various oxidation states of these elements are not fully compatible with that of 

copper. Doping Znii at Cu2 site[37] is especially bad for Tc. Since there is no other oxidation state to oscil

late (Znii is the.fundamental oxidation state). Tc drops qtrlcldy to zero as Zn content increased to 13 aL% in 

YBaz (Cu1 ... Zn ... )30 7 or Y(Ba0)2(Cu0)[(Cu0 . .zrt0.z)O::J2• Doping Gam at Cul sitef37l shows more tolerance 

of Tc towatd the charge of Cul site in CuO basal plane. In Y (Ba0)2[(Cu0_73G~.27)0](CuO:z>2• Tc still 

maintains -67 K. indicating that the contribution of Cu02 planes (2 layers per unit cell) to the total N<Et:) is 

more significant than that from the CuO chain (1 layer per unit cell). Surprisingly. substitution of same

column-element Ag at CuO chain site shows a dramatic Tc drop.£381 Y(Ba0)2[(Cu0_93Ag0.o7)0] (Cu02)2 has 

Tc = 10 K indicating that size effect on the Cul-01 bonding is very strong as also indicated by the fast 

increase of lattice parameter c. with a and b remaining almost unchanged. The reason for this could be 

attributed to the weaker bonding of Ag-01. compared with Cul-01. as well as Ag having the fundamental 

oxidation state L Thus even only small amount of Ag replacing Cu on b-chain site. MRS is destabilized 

rapidly. 

Doping with F presumably replacing 04 site on basal plane f391 reveals very small charge effect of 

04 site on Tc in single phase sample YB~Cuf~.06.S~ ... with x up to 0.066. For doping level in the range 

1.65 ~ x ~ 0.165. BaF
2
• CuO and other unknown phases appear but Tc remains around 90 K. The 
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intriguing repon of Tc - 155 K in YB~Cu.f20/401 is not confirmed. F with -1 charge state, comparing 

with o-2
• seems should largely alter the charge balance of YBCO and the ordering of oxygen on basal 

plane since every F""1 replacing o-2 would yield one cu+l in the boundary layer to cu+2 and reduce the 

charge carrier concentration. However, due to the very limited solubility, supersaturated YBCO(F) always 

dissociates into more stable BaF2, CuO and other phases. Within solubility, a unit cell with cu•2F. instead 

of cu•3o, on the basal plane can still assist establishing MRS since cu+2 -+ cu+1 +his not the fundamental 

oxidation state. Actually, due to the same charge state as that of cu•Z02 tayers, Tc increases slightly before 

F concentration oversaturate, indicating that :MRS charge carriers indeed are holes from Cu in oxidation 

state higher than the fundamef!tal one. 

On the other hand, when doped with s£411 from the same column as 0, YB3zC~06S or 

Y(Ba0)2(Cu•Z02)2(Cu•3s) shows the same Tc as YB~C~07, but with sharper phase transition. more com

plete Meissner effect, and larger unit cell. S has wide range of charge state, ±2. ±4, ±6, which could bene

fit the. establishment ·of MRS at Tc due to its multiple charge states and yields a sharper transition • 

. Meanwhile, the larger lattice size of YB~C~06S with a= 3.855 A and b = 3.919 A. comparing with 

a= 3.822 A and b = 3.891 A of YB~C~07, will yield a slightly larger average twin width,!421 

Wt = ab/(b-a) = 236 A. comparing with 216 A of YB~C~07• The oxygen-depleted twin boundaries with 

stoichiometry YB~C~06, are nonsuperconducting magnetic flux pinning sites. Larger twin width thus 

leads to less twin boundaries and hence fewer flux pinning and more complete Meissner effect. 

Isotope exchange of 180 for 160 shows a small decrease of T0!
43-461 which indiq1tes that oxygen 

vibration is related to the superconductivity, but not very strongly. This small isotope effect gives 

<lox S 0.05 in the expression Ta oc C.Oetr oc Il <Mi~ where M; is the atomic mass density of the ith specie in 

the material and C.Oetr the effective Debye frequency. Comparing with <lox= 0.16 for layer-loosely-coupled 

(La
1
.,.Sr,.)

2
Cu04!47

•
481 and <lor.= 0.2 for three-dimensional bismuth-lead oxide Ba(Pb1.,.Bi,.)03,!49l YBCO 

system has very small isotope factor <lor.· Since isotope effects of Cu!SOJ and Ba!S11 are also insignificant, 

traditional weak-coupling electron-phonon interaction may not be the dominating superconducting 

mechanism. Instead. boundary layer coupling favored by the energy-lowering mechanisms, i.e .• Peierl's 

deformation en~ced by lattice softening in LO mode and magnetic ordering on the cation sublattice, 

could be the main reason of high pair-condensation temperanue in YBCO system. 
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In summary, the MRC description of the orthorhombic YB~C~07-' proposed here reveals many 

fascinating features when considering the correlations between the lattice structure and these physical pro

perties. These features include various ways of lowering the energy of the system. For example, !aim

Teller effect, or Peierl's deformation, which is equivalent to the breathing mode of oxygen vibration when 

considering different groups of oxygens, breaks the symmetry, lowers the energy, creates a gap at Ep and 

forms an insulating phase in RVB state with localized singlet pairs. Oxygen vacancies, dispersing in the 

twin domains or condensing at twin boundaries, also reduce the internal strain energy and result in Man

Hubbard insulator-metal transition with free (delocalized) hole pairs as the charge carriers providing the 

necessary background for the charge and magnetic moment variation of copper. The same Jahn-Teller 

effect may be enhanced by lattice softening at LO mode and magnetic ordering on copper sublattice yield

ing the strong coupling of CuO and Cu0
2 

layers, further reducing the system energy and condensing the 

free pairs into superconducting state. Since a system in resohance state has the lowest system energy, the 

MRC description with all these energy-lowering mechanisms provides a possible low energy state and a 

· very rich background for discussing posSible superconducting mechanisms. Each of these possible 

mechanisms, e.g., spin density wave (SOW), charge density wave (COW), etc., may reveal just one of the 

many facets of the superconductivity in high-T0 oxides. The MRC d,escription proposed here contains 

several key elements of these mechanisms. With the aid of the MRC description, qualitatively the common 

and distinctive features of the current known oxide superconductors can be understood systematically. 

However, dealing with the superconductivity problem, the excitation involving holes and the kinetics of 

holes motion must be formulated in quantum-mechanical fashion. The resonance valence band (RVB) 

theoryl521 may provide the tool for such a task. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 3.1 (a) Cu in CuO basal plane of YB~C~07 with nominal charge +3 can be dissociated into the 

fundamental charge state cu•1 and two holes located at the overlapped orbitals of 0: 2pz and 

Cu : 3d3z•-f' along the c-axis direction or 0 : 2p1 and Cu : 3<fx•-y• along the b-chain direction. 

When oxygen oscillates in breathing mode, holes join or leave cu•1 yielding a continuous varia

tion of Cu oxidation state between m and I. Spacewisely, Cu in CuO layer still has +3 

stoichiometric charge required in a unit cell. But timewisely, Cu owns only the fundamental +1 

charge during most of the oscillating cycle. Note the oxidation states of neighboring Cu in the 

same chain are oscillating out-of-phase. (The diamond, circle, dot and small open circle 

represent copper, oxygen, hole, and alternative hole position, respectively.) 

(b) Similarly, Cu in Cu02 plane with +2 charge can be dissociated into cu•1 and one hole. This 

hole can resonate between two lobes of 0 : p on the opposite sides of oxygen. Breathing mode 

of oxygen is probably encouraged by the Jahn-Teller effect as shown by the shaded area, which 

breaks the symmetry, lowers the energy and created a gap at Ep. The oxidation states of neigh

boring Cu on Cu02 plane are oscillating out-of-phase. The holes located at the oxygen sites are 

only meant to be at the average positions. 

Fig. 3.2 A possible coupling mechanism between CuO plane (center line) and Cu02 planes (top and bot

tom lines) enhanced by lattice softening mode at LO frequency shows Peierl's deformation of 

oxygen which lowers the system energy similar to that on Cu02 plane (Fig. 3.1b). (The atomic 

distances in the figure are exaggerated and small details like the puckered structure on the Cu02 

plane are not shown.) 
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CHAPTER 4. EFFECTS OF OXYGEN-DEPLETED TWIN 

BOUNDARIES ON SUPERCONDUCTING PROPERTIES 

so 

An imperfect macro-resonance-cell (MRC) description for high-Tc oxide superconductors based on 

their common features·and minimum energy principles suggests that copper in its high oxidation state may 

dissociate into the fundamental. i.e .• the lowest. oxidation state and contribute hole(s) as charge carriers. In 

the normal conducting (NC) state of YB3zCup7• each Cu on the CuO basal plane contributes two holes 

(Cu+3 -+ cu+1 + 2h) and Cu on the Cu0
2 

planes contributes one hole (Cu+2 -+ cu+1 +h). These holes form 

charge canier pairs and are delocalized. However. the coupling between CuO and Cu02 layers is weak in 

the NC state and the propagation directions of the holes are random except in the presence of an applied 

field. In the superconducting (SC) state, the oxidation states of copper may oscillate between I and III 

forming a three-dimensional resonating network and the coupling between CuO and Cu~ layers is strong. 

Free pairs of holes could condense into coherent superconducting pairs. In the static SC mode. i.e .• no field 

applied. there is no net current. In the dynamic SC mode. hole pairs would be driven by the applied field 

resulting in a net current. 

In order to permit hole pairs propagation. absence of some holes on the CuO plane. yielding imper

fect resonance locally, is essential. This may be realized in several ways. e.g .• a small number of 04 jump

ing to OS sites. residual oxygen vacancies located on 04 site. doping with elements with different charges. 

etc. All these defects can cause locally unsynchronized resonance delocalizing hole pairs and shifting the 

nonconducting (insulating) state into the conducting state. Ul One type of site where oxygen is expected to 

be deficient is at the twin boundaries .if oxygen is depleted on the CuO layer. The Cu02 layers. on the 

other hand. have empty overlapped-orbitals (Cu: 3<fx•-,• and 0: 2p) since cu•2 -+ cu•1 + h contributes 

only one hole. Cu02 layers must be coupled to the CuO layer to maintain a macro resonance state of the 

whole lattice. 

4.1. SIS Josephson Junction and Glassy States 

Oxygen-depleted twin boundaries,with stoichiometric YB3zCu,06 have Cu02 planes but are missing 

the Cu-0 chains. Cu at the twin boundaries is in the fundamental oxidation state, Cu1. Thus the resonance 

of the Cu frame would not propagate across the twin boundaries, i.e., these· twin boundaries are in a 

.• 
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nonsuperconducting state. Insulating twin boundaries together with the twin domains on both sides could 

be assumed to form a superconductor-insulator-superconductor (SIS) Josephson junction. (A similar situa

tion could exist at some grain boundaries.) Inside a grain or crystal. the (110) and/or (1-1 0) twin boun

daries together with the (001) 90°-rotation boundaries or grain boundaries would form a three dimensional 

network dividing the grain into many superconducting clusters weakly coupled by SIS Josephson junctions. 

Such a superconducting glassy state including inua- and inter-grain Josephson junctions. would be 

expected to result in a significant reduction of average cwrent density in polycrystalline oxide supercon

ductors especially when temperature is near Tc.£Zl 

Due to an extremely short coherence length in the YBCO system. ~lie= 7 A. ~J.c = 34 A.£31 the pair 

potentials at the interfaCes. ~(0) and A..(O). are considerably weakened.[2] Near Tc. the critical cwrent Jc is 

proportional to the product of the pair potential at both interfaces and can be expressed as 

I, • A,(O)A..(O) • <1J [ ~r • (T,-1)' (4.1) 

. where b is the extrapolation length of the pairing potential into the .insulating region. £41 The critical cwrent 

has an anomalous temperature dependence and reduces dramatically when temperature approaches Tc. For 

T < Tc. J c oc ~ oc <Tc-T) having the same temperature dependence as in ordinary type-II superconduc

tors with moderate coherent length. 

For nmneling to occur. the thickness (d) of the insulating layer, i.e .• the width (W ~ of the oxygen

depleted zone at twin boundary or grain boundary. should be smaller than or at most near the coherence 

length of the oxide superconductor. Since ~J.c = 34 A (~J.c (77 K) = 60.7 A£Sl or about 42.9 A across a twin 

boundary). the largest distance the superconducting cwrent could tunnel through at liquid nitrogen tem

perature would be about eight layers (- 43.6 A) of insulating YB~Cu306• Experimentally. this expectation 

is supported by comparing various numbers (j) of oxygen-depleted layers at twin boundary to the Jc (OJ 

data (Fig. 4.1). £61 Jc drops almost linearly with increasing thickness of the insulating layers and approaches 

zero when Olt < 6.80. This is consistent with Cava•sm measurement of Tc as a function .of 0~,. In Ref. [7]. 

Tc was almost constant for Olt > 6.80 and drops quickly when 0~, < 6.78. For Olt = 6.72. patches of double 

cell structuref8•91 with stoichiometric 0~, = 6.50 (homologous phase: 1/2 case) and other homologous 

phases. e.g .• stoichiometric olt = 6.60 (homologous phase: 3/5 case).£91 have been found with transmission 
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electron microscopy in the oxygen-heavily-depleted material In these materials, oxygen vacancies at (0, 

1h, 0) sites in twin domains and at twin boundaries are reorganized into more stable homologous phases, UOJ 

especially the double cell structure,Ull with smaller numbers(- 3) of oxygen-depleted layers at twin boun

dariesU21 which is believed to be the range over which Coulomb repulsion dominates. Presumably, this is 

also the cause of the peculiar behavior of resistivity in normal conduction. m 

The width of the twin boundary also should affect the magnitude of the phase shift (cp) according to 

the Ferrell-Prange equation:U31 

(4.2) 

when superconducting wave tunnels through the boundary, where A.1 is the Josephson penetration depth and 

is given by(141 A.f = h/47te1cJ.L(2A. +d). 

4.2. Flux Pil)niog and Vortex State 

When a magnetic field is applied to a YBCO superconductor, the nonsuperconducting areas, possibly 

at twin boundaries as well as some grain boundaries with stoichiomettic YBt!.zCu.p6• are expected to pro

vide the . permeable· local. paths for magnetic flux lines. That these boundaries act as .the pinning sites for 

flux lines has been successfully demonstrated by the deCoration teChnique (see Appendix A). [1S,t6J Because 

of the very fine twinning suucture. numerous grain boundaries and voids, small grain size and high poros-

ity. as well as the existence of other nonsuperconducting phases, e.g., CuO, BaCu02 andY 2BaCu05, a reg

ular flux lattice in the vortex state is diffiCult to obtain. Near liquid nitrogen temperature, only partial flux 

lattices have been observed. USJ Also, in YBCO material, because the average width of the twin domains, 

wtd = 200- 300 A. is smaller than the penetration distance, ~ = 1250 A.[31 a regular flux lattice with all 

lattice sites pinned at the twin boundaries is unlikely since the vortex diameter is about 2A.. (17) However, 

the numerous twin boundaries acting as flux pinning sites should raise the lower critical field, He,• above 

the inttinsic value of pure YBt!.zCu.p7 without twin boundaries. 

It is well known that type-II superconductors have a negative surface energy between the normal 

conducting phase (NCP) and the superconducting phase (SCP). The .. glassy" state due to the high density 

of twin boundaries thus provides a large favorable surface area for SCP nucleation when NCP is cooled 

.. 
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from above Tc in zero field or when the field is reduced from above fic3 at T < Tc. The resulting H.:z is 

therefore expected to be smaller than the intrinsic value for a perfect YB~C~07 domain. 

The remanent magnetic moment in the hysteresis loop from the magnetization measurement can be 

attributed to the trapping of flux lines at these insulating boundaries as well. In addition, the flux pinned at 

twin boundaries can also explain the less than 100% Meissner effect or imperfect diamagnetism measured 

in field cooled (FC) YBCO crystals (without grain boundary} in which twin boundaries are the only strong 

pinning sites when flux exclusion progresses as temperature drops below Tc. In zero field cooled (ZFC) 

specimens, time-dependent magnetization-relaxation phenomena have been reported by several groups. [lS-

201 This could be due to the weak linking, i.e., the insulating boundaries, in this material. A stable magneti

zation configuration (state}, which minimizes the energy of all the weak couplings, may not initially be 

achieved. As time passes, the system may transit from one metastable state to another metastable state 

having lower energy. 

When a magnetic. field is applied parallel to the junction plane of a SIS structure, a surface screen 

current perpendicular to the field. is developed within the penettation depth, 1, from the boundary of each 

. · superconducting domain. If the thickness, d, of the insulating layer is too large, e.g., > 50 ~. and the 

transmission coefficient for tunneling current is too small, no tunneling current exists. However, if d is 

comparable or smaller than the coherence length, l;J.c, the screen currents can tunnel through the insulating 

layers and fonn a complete loop. Depending on the strength of the applied field, discrete numbers of flux

aid, i.e., quantized flux lines with ~0 = hc/2e = 2 x Hr7 Gauss -an2, can penetrate the insulating layers 

with vortex currents surrounding each flux line. The higher the field applied, the more fluxons are pinned 

at the junctions. In the presence of a unifonn magnetic field, H, the current per junction width, J(x), can be 

expressed as 

(4.3) 

The tunneling current density would be modulated along the junction producing J = 0 nodes where flux 

lines are pinned. When H = 0, the expression reduces to the fundamental de equation J = J0 sin cjl where cjl 

is the phase difference between the pair waves in the superconductors on the two sides of a Josephson junc

tion. 
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4.3. Superlattice, Band-folding and Minigaps 

When calculating the energy band structure ofYBl!zCll:J07-a, a homogeneous matrix extending infm

itely in all directions is presumed to exist. In the real material, however. a dense twin structure is estimated 

to have an average spacing - 216 A between coherent twin boundaries. Their presence breaks the inver

sion symmetry of the presumed infmite matrix. introduces boundary mirror and glide symmetry operations 

into the crystal symmetry, and fonns polarized boundaries.£211 Since Cu02 layers are not strongly affected 

by the presence of these oxygen-depleted twin boundaries, only energy bands related to the CuO b-chain 

plane are affected by the new symmetry operation. 

Along the direction perpendicular to the twin boundary plane, the whole lattice is similar to a struc

ture with a widely spaced superlattice, i.e., b-chains run zig-zag across twin boundaries with a repeating 

unit of about 156 b-chain units (assuming average Wt = 216 A). This superlattice structure with glide sym

metry thus requires the b-chain related bands folded into a rt/156 b Brillouin zone in iCy direction yielding 

band degeneracy at zone boundary (Y) and subtle changes toward r-point. However, the CuO plane is 

coupled to the neighboring Cu02 layers via Peierl's deformation of oxygen atoms creating a Jahn-Teller 

gap. A calculation employing a tight binding model with 75 b-chain unitl211 reveals minigaps at zone boun

dary with scale as small as 200 Kelvin as expected. and unknown gaps at the r-point. These minigaps give 

rise to the semiconducting or semimetallic character of the CuO b-chain plane. Due to the splitting of 

degenerated points at zone boundaries, these densely packed, b-chain-plane-related bands are further flat· 

tened. However. Tc should be only slightly enhanced by the twinning geometry. 

For an oxygen-depleted YBa:zCu30 11 sample with 0 11 ;:: 6.80, T0 is almost unchanged sin~ the extra

polation length of the pair potential is about 37 A. (:ZJ The width of the oxygen depleted region at a twin 

boundary would never be expected to be this large. For 0 11 < 6. 78, the oxygen vacancies dispersed in the 

twin domains start· rearranging into a series of homologous phases with the double cell structure as the most 

stable end phase in the series and T0 drops rapidly to that of the secondary stable structure (-60° K). 

In summary, these twin boundaries ~gether with the 90°-rotation boundaries and grain boundaries 

divide the material into many superconducting clusters weakly coupled by SIS Josephson junctions. i.e .• in 

a superconducting glassy state. Oxygen-depleted twin boundaries may provide hole-absent sites necessary 

·" 
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for yielding local imperfect resonance and delocalization of hole pairs. The critical current as expected 

from the model would decrease as the number of the oxygen-depleted layers increases causing a wider 

insulating thickness in the SIS Josephson junction structure. The same effect also would be reflected in the 

room-temperature resistivity which increases almost linearly with increasing numbers (1 S j s 3) of 

oxygen-depleted layers at twin boundaries. Imperfect Meissner effect. remanent magnetization as well as 

the time-dependent magnetization-relaxation phenomena all can be qualitatively understood based on this 

model Oxygen-depleted twin boundaries can provide not only the pinning sites for the magnetic flux but 

also the nucleation sites for the superconducting phase, yielding the measured Hc1 and ~ higher and 

lower than the intrinsic value respectively. Finally, the model is consistent with the fact that Tc is nearly 

constant for oxygen contents above 6.8 but drops quickly when oxygen content is less than 6. 78 as oxygen 

vacancies become rearranged inro a more stable secondary structure. Even though the model is only quali

tative, it is consistent with a large number of experimental observations and may be helpful in further 

development of a. fundamental·understanding of superconductivity in. this interesting material 
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FIGURE CAPTION 

Fig. 4.1 Critical current density as a fun~tion of oxygen content. x. in YB~!zC~O.: Arrows are added to 

mark the oxygen content of the samples assuming x = 7 within twin domains and various 

numbers (J) of oxygen depleted layers at twin boundaries. Within these layers x is assumed to be 

6. (Reprinted by permission from Nature Vol 332 pp. 58. Copyright (c) 1988 Macmillan 

Magazines Ltd.) 

.~ 
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CONCLUSIONS 

In this work. a detailed nucleation-and-growth mechanism (Chapter 1) for the formation of 

microtwins in the orthorhombic YBCO system is proposed. The following conclusions are based on the 

model proposed in Chapter 1: 

1.1. The ordering parameter is suggested from neutron scattering data to be the oxygen uptake rate, 

dOJdT = dOJdt. 

1.2. The observed details of micro-twin formation associated with the tetragonal-orthorhombic 

structural transformation are explained by the proposed nucleation-and-growth mechanism. 

13. The oxygen uptake rate during the structural phase transformation is· consistent with the pro

posed nucleation-and-growth mechanism. 

1.4. The intermediate structure observed during phase transformation in in-situ TEM experiments 

are probably composed of interpenettated twin laths in the matrix of tetragonal YBa2Cu30 6• 

The twin boundary model proposed in Chapter 2 leads to the following conclusions. 

2.1. The twin boundary structure generally assumed in the literature is energetically unfavorable 

because of too high Coulomb repulsion between neighboring oxygen ions at the boundary. 

2.2. An oxygen-depleted zone at twin boundaries is proposed which preserves coherency and 

avoids close oxygen neighbors and could also serve as a fast diffusion path for oxygen during 

the tetragonal to orthorhombic phase transformation. 

23. The observed difficulty of reaching .the stoichiomeaic orthorhombic YB~Cu30, could be 

explained by this model since at least one layer of oxygen is missing at the twin boundaries 

(j = 1). 

2.4. The observed oxygen content in orthorhombic YBCO under normal processing pressure, i.e., 

1 atm air or 0 2, might have several layers of depleted oxygen at twin boundaries (j :5 3). 

In Chapter 3, an imperfect macro-resonance-cell description suggested by the common features in 

addition to Cu02 layers of current known high-Tc oxide superconductor is proposed. which leads to the 
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following conclusions: 

3.1. It is suggested by this study that oxygen doping in the boundary layers of the YBCO, TCB and 

BCS systems promotes the oxidation state of the cations in the boundary layer(s), thus making. 

possible macro-resonance in these systems. 

3.2. The fact that superconductivity is observed in the orthorhombic phase of YBCO and not in the 

tetragonal phase is explained by the proposed macro-resonance cell description. 

3.3. Variations in Tc corresponding to different numbers of Cu02 layers in BCS and TCB systems 

can be rationalized. 

3.4. Differences of Tc in various systems of oxide superconductors having the same number of 

Cu02 layers can be understood in terms of different efficiency of coupling through the boun

dary layer(s). 

3.5. Tc changes due to different numbers of boundary layer, e.g.. SBL and DBL, in the same sys

tems can also be interpreted as a variation of coupling efficiency and interference between 

boundary layer(s) and CuOz layers. 

3.6. Effects on Tc due to the substitution of other element in the YBCO system can be qualitatively 

rationalized. 

Fmally, for the YBCO system based on the proposed nucleation-and-growth mechanism, the 

oxygen-depleted twin boundary model and the imperfect macro-resonance-cell description, the following 

qualitative conclusions can be made concerning some of the superconducting properties. 

4.1. A high density of intra-grain SIS Josephson junctions would be expected to exist in the YBCO 

system because of the twin boundaries and the 90° twist boundaries which would form a 

three-dimensional network resulting in a "glassy state" of small superconducting domains 

separated by thin insulating layers in superconducting YBCO. 

4.2. Critical current would be expected to have anomalous temperarure dependence and reduce 

dramatically as temperature approaches Tc. 
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4.3. Critical temperature may be slightly enhanced by the oxygen-depleted twin boundaries. 

4.4 The measured Ife1 and Ha would be expected to be higher and lower than the intrinsic values 

respectively. 
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APPENDIX A 

Flux pinning in the sintered high Tc oxide superconductors. YB~C~07-3. in the vortex state has 

been demonstrated for the fllSt time using the Bitter pattern technique and scanning electron microscopy. 

External magnetic fields of 150 Gauss (G) or 800 G perpendicular to the specimen surfaces were applied 

during the evaporation of cobalt after the specimens cooled with liquid nitrogen had reached a temperature 

below Tc. All specimens thus decorated with cobalt show non-uniformly distributed flux pinning positions 

as would be expected due to the porosity and multiphase character of the specimens as well as the rela

tively low field applied. 

The direct observation of the flux-line arrangement in a type II metallic superconductor. Pb(6.33 

at.%)-In. was clearly demonstrated by H. Tniuble and U. EssmannCll using liquid helium cooling. cobalt 

decoration and replica fo.r transmission electron microscopy to srudy the effect of defects created by plastic 

deformation of the specimen on the flux-line arrangemenL However. the new high Tc superconductors. 

YB~C~07-3• are typically powder-sintered thus have a complicated morphology. e.g ... pores and several 

phases coexisting. as well as a highly anisotropic crystal structure. Therefore. the flux pinning positions. 

and thus magnetization behavior. can be very. different from the classical. homogeneous alloy superconduc

tors. Because at Tc - 95°K. we were able to use liquid nitrogen as coolant to perform the flux decoration 

experiment and to directly observe the inhomogeneous magnetization of the new high Tc oXide supercon

ductors with the scanning electron microscope. 

The sintered YBCO material was fli'St carefully polished from both sides down to about 1 mm thick

ness. A simple levitation test was then performed to assure that the polished material had not been fully 

degraded. It has been reported that at room temperawre. surface degradation occurred in one week and 

that above 150°C. rapid degradation occurred.f21 The sample was then loaded in a cryostat cooled with 

liquid nitrogen to achieve a temperature. typically 84°K. below Tc after pumping the system to <10-6 torr 

and backfllling with helium to 10'1 torr range. The magnetic field from a solenoid was then applied and 

cobalt evaporated from a tungsten fllamenL After warming up to room temperature. the specimens were 

immediately transferred to the scanning electron microscope chamber and inspected. 
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Two kinds of specimens were used in these decoration experiments, a low density material (Figs. A.l 

and A.2) in which sintering was very incomplete containing large angular pores and a higher density 

material (Figs. A.3 and A.4) having smaller, more rounded and more numerous pores. 

Figure A.l shows flux pinning at pores. grain boundaries and also in the bulk. Pinning positions 

within some of the grains indicate that a bulk superconducting mechanism does occur. However, decora

tions along the grain boundaries particularly at pores were more frequently observed. A fully decorated 

fluxsoid revealing the shape of the trapped external flux lines in 3-dimension is shown in Fig. A.2. These 

decorated flux lines were interwoven with the flux lines of nearby pinning fluxsoids. and stayed standing 

after the magnetic field was turned off. On the contrast. a single isolated fluxsoid can't maintain the 

decorated flux lines standing. A rough estimation from the diameter of the decorated fluxsoid in Fig. A.2 

· gives a value of <2000 A for the penetration depth.£31 The fields applied in both figures were 800 G. 

Figures A.3 and A.4 show the effect of field strength, 800 G and 150 G. respectively, on the average 

spacing of flux pinning positions in the higher density material which contain numerous discrete tiny pores. 

In. both cases all the pinning points are at pores, but for the low field the average spacing is about 3.8 · 

micrometers whereas for the high field case the average spacing is about 1.2 micrometer. 

The inhomogeneous decoration results observed in these samples raised the possibility that artifacts 

could have been responsible for the decoration. Therefore three experiments were carried out to check this 

possibility. Only one parameter was changed during each experimenL Cobalt was evaporated onto the 

specimen (1) at 279.5°K instead of 85°K, (2) no field applied, and (3) copper evaporation instead of fer

romagnetic cobalt; all other conditions remained as before. All three of these experiments revealed uni

form deposition consistent with the interpretation of inhomogeneous decoration as due to flux pinning. 

The observed inhomogeneous pinning may be attributed to the relatively low applied field. the porosity and 

the multiphase character of the sintered oxide material as well as the possibility of surface degradation and 

the anisotropic crystal suucture of the superconducting phase. 

These superconductors are a multiphase material which may contain CuO, BaCu02, Y 2BaCu05, 

YB~C~07-3 (tetragonal) and YB2.zC~07-3 (othorhombic).l""1l Only the last one is a superconducting 

phase. The superconducting phase. YB~C~07-3 (othorhombic). is highly unstable and easily degraded in 

an ambient with moisture.l81 In the vortex state, depending on the applied field and temperature, the 
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. YB~Cu.p7_4 orthorhombic phase can be nonnal state rich or superconducting phase rich which further 

reduces the possible decorating area. Finally, the anisotropy of the crystal structure may preclude decora

tion if the applied field is not nearly parallel to the c-axis of the lattice. 

Considering the size of the grains relative to the thickness of the specimen, the fluxsoids have to 

penetrate many grain diameters to reach the other smface. Therefore the strong anisotropy and numerous 

pores of this material may play an important role in the location of pinning sites and thus local magnetiza

tion behavior. This technique also allows to directly distinguish the superconductirig and normal conduct

ing areas on a microscale. New experiments with single crystal and higher field for full development of a 

flux lattice are in progress. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. A. I. Flux lines of the low density YB~Cup7_0 at 800 G are decorated with cobalt. Partial flux lat

tice were found in the bulk, along the grain boundaries and in the large pores. The average spac

ing of flux lines is slightly larger than 1 J.llll. 

Fig. A.2. Higher magnification of the "root" of the decorated flux lines gives a roughly estimated pene

tration depth of less than 2000 A. 

Fig. A.3. Decorated flux lines of the higher density YBCO at 800 G. Flux lines are pinned at tiny pores 

mostly. Self-adjustment of flux locations gives an average spacing of about 1.2 J.llll. 

Fig. A.4. Same material as in Fig. A.3 at 150 G. Average spacing of the partial flux lattice is 3.8 ± 

0.2 J.llll. Again, most flux lines are pinned at tiny pores in this higher density material. 
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Figure A. 2 
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Figure A.4 
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